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Abstract 
This project discusses a face recognition algorithm that uses Dual Linear Re-
gression based Classification (DLRC) and a voting approach. Each face image used 
is first converted into a cluster of images; each image in the cluster is obtained by 
shifting the original image a few pixels. The similarity of a pair of face images 
can be measured by comparing the distance between the corresponding image clus-
ters, which is calculated using DLRC approach. To further improve performance, 
each cluster of images. representing a single face image. is then partitioned into a 
union of clusters of sub images. DLRC is t hen used to measure similarities between 
corresponding sub-image clusters to provide temporary identity decisions: a voting 
approach is applied to make final conclusions. Vve have carried out experiments on 
a benchmark dataset for face recognition. The result demonstrates that the pro-
posed approach works best in certain simple situations. while its performance is also 
comparable to known algorithms in complicated situations. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Face recognition is a computer application that analyzes and compares patterns in 
digital images and video in order to identify multiple images of the same person. It 
has a 50-yea1· history, beginning with work done by Bledsoe [4} in the 1970s, Bledsoe's 
system was based on manually extracted features such as eyes, nose and mouth, and 
ton the position of these features. In 1973. Kanade [14} developed a process of face 
recognition algorithm that was automatic but had quit<' low recognition rates. In 
the 19 Os. researchers started using a template-based strategy rather than a feature-
based strategy. The difference between these two strategies is that feature-based 
strategy has to extract the relative position of distinctive features such as eyes. 
nose. mouth and chin; a template-based strategy uses a suitable metric (typically 
the euclidean distance) to compare images represented as bidimensional arrays of 
intensity values. with a single template representing the whole face. then a face is 
stored as a set of distinctive smaller templates [5]. A comparative study by Brunelli 
and Poggio proved that template-based techniques performed more accurately than 
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appearance-based techniques for face recognition [5] . 
In 1987, Sirorich and Kirby [22] introduced Principle Component Analysis (PCA) 
as a new template-based technique for face recognition. This idea led to the Eigen-
face approach developed by Turk and Pentland [23] in the 1990s, and the develop-
ment of many ne\,. template-based techniques in the new century. 
Over the past decades. face recognition technology has been improved signifi-
cantly. l\ Iany face recognition algorithms have been developed. Face recognition 
has been receiving an increasing attention due to its availability and feasibility. It is 
now in use by organizations in a variety of fields, from entertainment to information 
security to law enforcement and surveillance [2 ]. For example. John F. Kennedy In-
ternational Airport in New York City is currently using face recognition technology 
to enhance security [10]; In Canada. the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 
(ICBC) uses face recognition software to protect their customers· privacy [13]. 
A brief background knowledge of digital image processing is required to carry out 
this study. Assuming that most face recognition systems in general use grayscale 
digital image, a grayscale image is an image in which the value of each pixel carries 
only luminous intensity information. Images of this sort are often represented by a 
two-dimensional data matrix of non-negative numbers. Each cell in the matrix stores 
the pixel intensity. An image cluster, as outlined here. is a collection of equal-sized 
grayscale image aligning in parallel. It is often represented by a three-dimensional 
matrix of size m x n x p. where m x n is the size of the grayscale images and p is 
the number of grayscale images. 
Face recognition in general aims to find an identity to a face image, these prob-
lems are divided into two main categories: verification and identification. Verifica-
tion is a one-to-one problem; it attempts to decide if an image is a particular person. 
Identification is one-to-many problems, it attempts to find the identity of an image. 
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Although the proposed approach in this project is for identification, the approach 
used to solve verification problem can be easily extended for identification problem. 
An essential component of majority face recognition systems is a database of face 
images. also known as a gallery set. Each instance of the gallery set is personal 
identity information such as name. gender, date of birth, etc. The input. for such a 
system is a face image with no associated personal identity information, also known 
as a probe image. The face recognition system measures the similarity between the 
probe image and every instance in the gallery set. thus associates the probe to the 
known identities of an image in the gallery set that has the highest similarity. In a 
more advanced face recognition system, each instance of the gallery set also contains 
an image cluster created from the original image by shifting few pixels, allowing the 
image cluster as the input to the system. The core algorithm measures the similar-
ity between two image clusters, enabling the system to perform face recognition for 
video as well as for single images. givC'n that video is essentially an image cluster. 
One of the outperformed algorithms that measure the distances between two image 
clusters is Dual Linear Regression based Classification (DLRC) [7] which is adopted 
in our proposed approach. 
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1.2 Contribution 
The main contribut ion of this work is the adoption of Dual Linear Regression based 
Classification to measuring process between a probe image and an image from a 
gallery set, by converting them into two image clusters. To further improve the 
stability and accuracy, we divide both probe and gallery set image clusters into 
an equal number of subsections and calculate the distance of the corresponding 
subsections. Each subsection of a probe image cluster will match an image cluster 
(in the gallery set, or the database) in which its corresponding subsection has the 
shortest distance measured by DLRC. An image cluster in the gallery set is selected 
as a final match if it has the most subsection-wise matches to the probe image 
cluster. 
The remaindrr of this project is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 briefly di cusses Linear Regression Clas ification and Dual Linear 
Regression based Classification algorithm for face recognition; 
Chapter 3 describes our proposed face recognition algorithm and the voting 
approach used in this project: 
Chapter 4 demonstrates that the proposed approach works brst in certain simple 
situations. comparing to known algorithms. 
Chapter 5 summarizes this project. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2 .1 Linear Regression based Classification 
In [17] . >raseem. Togneri and Bennamoun developed a simple but efficient linear 
regression based classific:ation (LRC) approach. LRC approach represents a probe 
image by the linear combination of all the images of the same subject in the gallery 
set; uses the residual error of the representation to estimate the similarity between 
the probe image and the cluster of all images of the same subject in the gallery set. 
Given a gray-scale face image of size a x b, tho image can be represented as an 
a x b dimensional vector in its original image space. The authors in (17] introduces 
to use face image samples from a particular object class lying on the same linear 
subspace (3] (2]. \\"ith this concept. the authors developed dass-specific models of 
the registered users using downscaled gallery face images to categories the task of 
face recognition as a problem of linear regression. 
Given N number of different classes, each responding class i, has Pi number 
of training images ; = 1. 2, . . . . . Each training image size is a x b. which can 
b d · · (m ) JRaxb · - 1 2 N d - 1 2 e represente as image vect01s ui E . i - ..... , an m - , , ... , p,. 
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Each gallery image has a downscaled size of c x d as transformed and image vectors 
u~m) E IRaxb -t w1m) E IR.qx 1, where q = c x d, cd < ab. Each image vector is 
normalized to a maximum pixel value of 1. 
The paper 'Lambertian Reflection and Linear Subspaces' by Barsi and J acobs [2] 
represents a method that images from the same class lie on the same linear subspace. 
and a class-specific model X; is developed to represent the vector subspace, Xi = 
[ (l) (2) P(l)J JRqxp, · - 1 2 N X · k d 'th h d' · 1 wi wi ..... . w1 E ,i - , , ... , . 1 1s stac e up w1 t e q- 1mens1ona 
image vectors. and each vector w~m). m = 1. 2 ..... Pi is in subspace IR.q. 
Assume image z needs to be classified as one of the 1 classes. First transform 
and normalize image z of an image vector y E IR.qxl. If y belongs to the ith class. 
then y can be represented by the training images from t he same classy= X ;(31, i = 
1, 2 .... . N. where /3i E ffi.P,xl is the vector of parameters. \i\'hen q 2:: Pn f3i can be 
well estimated using least-squares estimation [12] [21) [19) : gi = (XT Xi)- 1 xr y. 
then Yi= xigi,i = 1, 2, ... ,N, Yi= X;(X[' x i)- 1XTy, Yi= H;y, where the predicted 
Yector y1 E IRqx 1 is the projection from y to 7th subspace then calculate the distance 
between y; . i = 1,2, .... N and y. di(y) = llY-Yill2,i = 1,2, ... ,N. then find the 
minimum distance: min d1(y). i = 1. 2, .... r 
2.2 Dual Linear Regression based Classification 
In paper [8], Chen proposes a dual linear regression based classification algorithm 
to gern?ralize the LRC approach for the face cluster recognition problem. Chen 
defines the similarity of two face image clusters as the closest distance between two 
responding sub paces. DLRC attempts to locate the virtual face image that are at 
the intersection of thesr two subspaces and defines the distance between two virtual 
face images as the distance between two subspaces of two image clusters. 
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Given two image clusters, X = [x1, x2, ., Xm], i = 1, 2, m. m is the number of 
images in cluster X. Y = [y1. y2, .. YnLJ = 1, 2, n. n is the number of pictures in 
cluster Y. Xi and Y.i represent image size ax b but in a column vector presentation 
so the actual size of Xi and Yi is ab x 1. The limitation: m + n ::; ~(a x b) means 
total number of images in two clusters is no more than half of the number of pixels 
of an image. 
axb 
m 
b 
a 
Figure 2.1: Conversion of an image cluster to a 2D matrix 
To find an ideal virtual face as shown in Figure 2.2, the intersection of both 
subspaces of cluster X and Y , is to find V,f, h such that V = X(!T) = Y(hr). 
\ \There the V is the ideal virtual face, which is the intersection of subspaces of 
cluster X and Y. 
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Virtual Face 
Cluster Y 
Figure 2.2: The virtual face in the intersection of two subspaces 
The ubspaces of X and Y are LJ::i xdi and LJ;1= 1 Yih3 . i = 1. 2 ..... m; j = 
1, 2, ... , n: where L::::1 Ji = L::~= l hi = 1. In such way. all images in X and Y are 
standardized into unit vectors. 
= (x1 - Xm)f1 + ··· + (Xm - 1 - Xm)fm-1 + Xmfm + (!1 + ... + fm - 1)Xm 
=(xi - Xm)fi + ... + (Xm - 1 - Xm)fm- i + Xmfm + (1 - f m- dXm 
= [(x1 - 1'm)(x2 - :r·m) ... (Xm- 1 - Xm)][f1, f2, ... , fm - 1] + Xm 
= X'(!T)+xm 
(2.1) 
Eq 2.1 suggests that the ideal virtual face of X, x ' is a matrix of the first (m -1) 
images. each reduced by the last image in 
X = (xi - Xm) · (x2 - Xm) . (x3 - Xm), .. ., (:rm- I - .rm)· 
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J' is the matrix of first m - 1 items of matrix f. 
= (Y1 - Yn)h1 + ··· + (Yn-i - Yn)hn - L + Ynhn +(hi + ··· + hn_i)y11 
=(Yi -yn)h1 + ··· + (Yn- 1 -yn)hn-1 +ynhn + (1 - hn- 1)Yn 
=[(Yi - Yn )(Y2 - Yn) ... (Yn - i - Yn)](h1, h2 , .... hn- il + Yn 
=Y'(hT)+Yn 
(2.2) 
Ideally, the intersection of these two subspaces is the ideal same virtual face, this 
gives: x '(JT) + Xm = Y '(hT) + Yn· imply in Yn - Tm= X '(JT) = Y 1 (hT). Assume 
there is an approximate matrix e' = e;, e;, ....... e~i+n-2 of size (m - 1) + (n - 1). 
For equation Yn - Xm = XY e. where S- XY = [:r'1:r; ...... x:,,_ 1 -y~ - y; ...... -y;i_1], 
two matrix concatenate with one and the other. Then the actual virtual image of 
cluster Xis 
(2.3) 
The virtual image of cluster Y is 
(2.4) 
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So, for the approximate value e' . the equation has error E, where 
E = (Yn - Xm) - XYe' 
= Yn - Xm - (X 1 - Y 1 )e1 
= Yn - x m - X' e' + y' e' (2.5) 
= Y11 + Y 'e' - (x111 + X 'e') 
= v:' - v:' y :r 
The residual rrror of the equation 
--Yn - Xm = XYe (2.6) 
is the distance between the two virtual faces associated with two subspaces. 
Conclusion: in t his algorithm, the similarity of two image clusters is defined 
as the distance two subspaces of two image clusters. Using DLRC. we find two 
virtual faces of two subspaces. The residual error of equat ion y11 - Xm = XY P is 
defined as the distance between the two virtual faces; the distance between t he two 
subspaces gives us the similarity measure between the two original image clusters. 
---So we can use this residual error from the regression solut ion of y11 - Xm = XYe to 
estimate the similarity between two dusters: as the residual error decreases, image 
similarity increases. Least Squares (LS) . or Lease 'frimmed Squares (LTS) objective 
functions can be used when images are occluded. to cakulate the residual error of 
--Yn - Xm = XYe. 
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 
3.1 Image Cluster Generation 
Given a probe image p of size ax band a gallery set G = {g1 . g2, g3, ··9m}, consisting 
a number of grayscale images of equal size a x b, the objective is to identify p by 
finding the most similar image 9i (i = 1, 2 .. .. , m) in the gallery set, assuming that 
the identity (that p represents) exists in the gallery set. 
To u e DLRC to calculate the distance between p. and g1 • we first need to convert 
both p and 9i into image clusters so that we have feasible input arguments to the 
DLRC algorithm. There are three steps to conv<>rt an image to an image cluster. 
• Step 1: Copy the image k times and place them parallel to each in a cluster 
of k + 1 images. 
• Step 2: Allow each image in the cluster to shift a maximum oft pixels in one 
of the valid directions parallel to its coordinate plane. There arc eight valid 
directions: up, down, left, right, up-left, right, down-left, down-right. The 
number of image kin step 1 depends on the value oft. For example. if t = 1. 
an image can shift 1 pixel in one of the eight valid d irections, resulting 8+ 1 
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= 9 images in the duster. If t = 2, an image can shift 1 or 2 pixels in one 
of the eight directions. resulting 24 +l= 25 images in the cluster. Therefore. 
k=(2*t+l)2 . 
• Step 3: Truncate all non-common intersections in each image. After step 2, 
if we put all images in one coordinate plane, they will and must have one 
common intersection (if not. step 2 is not a valid step). The rest of the area 
in each image is non-common intersections, which should be truncated. After 
this step. the size of each image will be (a - 2t) * (b - 2t) >= 0. 
Figure 3.1 shows an example of hov.· a 10 x 10 image is converted to an image 
cluster by taking twenty-four different steps to eight different directions. Notice that 
the area in white is the intersection of all twenty-five images which has size 6 x 6. 
~6 15 
19 23 24 
20 22 
21 
•••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 14 
12 13 
9 10 11 
5 6 • • 0 1••• 
Figure 3.1: Illustration of converting an image to image cluster 
At this point, we can use DLRC to calculate simply the distance between a probe 
image and a gallery image after converting them into image clusters. However, the 
measurement may not be the most accurate if the images contain a certain amount 
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of image noise. Therefore, to improve the accuracy of DLRC. we further split all 
images in both the probe image cluster and the gallery image cluster into N x N 
subsections. To make sure that the number of pixels of an image is no less than the 
totaJ number of images in these two clusters, we require that a x b 2: m + n. The 
distance dk between kth ( 1 :::; k :::; N x N) subsection in the probe image cluster Pi 
and the kth subsection in the gallery image cluster 9i can be calculated using DLRC. 
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3 .2 Voting Approach 
In the previous sections, we discussed how to convert an image into an image cluster 
and how to sp}jt each image in the cluster into N x N sections. T he d istance 
between corresponding sections in two clusters can be measured using DLRC. For 
each section in a probe image cluster, DLRC calculates the distances between that 
section and the corresponding section in every image in the gallery set, then votes 
for the image in which t he corresponding section has the shortest distance. After 
the iterating through all the sections in the probe image cluster, each section will 
have contributed a vote for an image in the gallery set and the number votes will 
be N x N. Finally. to identify this probe image, we simply sum the N x N votes 
for each image in the gallery SC't, and match the probe image to the gallery image 
with the most votes. 
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Chapter 4 
Experiments 
4.1 FERET 
FERET. also known as The Facial Recognition Technology Database [1 ]. is assem-
bled to support face recognition algorithm testing and evaluation using standardized 
tests and procedures. FERET consists of 14051 gray-scale images of human heads 
from 1199 individuals. Different image sets contain image taken rnrying in differ-
ent factors including illumination. facial expression and time. Experiments for this 
project arc carried out using FERET. Within FERET, these are five sets of gallery 
images designed for different evaluation purpose [11]: 
• The Fa gallery set contains 1196 images of different subjects as regular frontal 
images: 
• The Fb probe set contains 119 subjects as alternative frontal images cor-
responding to the Fa images and taken seconds after the corresponding Fa 
images were taken. 
• The Fe probe set contain 194 images taken under different illumination con-
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ditions and also taken the same day as their corresponding Fa images. 
• The Dupl probe set conta ins 722 images taken anywhere between one minute 
and 1031 days after their responding gallery images. 
• The Dup2 probe set contains images of same people as Dupl. taken as least 
eighteen months after their gallery entries. 
Five different folders have been created, for evaluat ion purposes: 
(Fa, Fb) is for facial expression analysis. 
(Fa, Fe) is for facial illumination analysis, 
(Fa, Dupl) and (Fa. Dup2) are both for facial aging analysis. 
One of the features of t he FERET dataset is that the first five digits of the 
file name for each image are a unique identifier. This is particularly useful and 
relevant to the experiment because we can manually check to sec if two image are 
matched against each other. Based on this feature, we can build an answer sheet 
that calculates the error rate of a probe data set and a gallery data set. 
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4.2 Experiments Detail 
In this experiment. we have used the concept described in the previous chapter and 
tested it using the FERET database. vVe then compared the recognition rates of our 
approach with the rates of four other well-known approaches: LGBPH, HGPP, SIS, 
Schwartz. The software environment we used is ?\1ATLAB R2014a on Dell Precision 
T7600. Intel(R). Xeon(R). CPU E5-2603 0 @l.80GHz 1. OGHz (two processors), 
40GB RAM, 64-bit W indows 7 Operating System. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the way we process a single image is to convert 
it to a cluster of twenty-five images. it is more complicated than simply copy the 
same image twenty-five times. To achieve this, each image is allowed to shift a 
maximum of two pixels in eight different valid directions. Once an image is placed 
at a location. that location cannot be occupied a second time. In other words, each 
displacement for each of the twenty-five images must be in a unique location. The 
disadvantage of processing images this way is that. for each displaced image, there 
will be at most four pixels near the edges (depending on how the image shifts to a 
displaced location) that can not be used which should be stripped out. Therefore. 
after converting a 150 x 130 pixel image to an image cluster, each of image in the 
cluster will have ize 146 x 126. 
All images are normalized into a standard format. Each image is rotated. scaled 
and cropped to 146 x 126 pixels (146 pixels each column, 126 pixels each row), 
so that the distance between the centers of the eyes is fifty-six pixels and the line 
between the eyes lies on the 53rd pixel below the upper boundary. 
The experimental results arc shown in Table 4.1. The results of a few important 
approaches are listed in the same table for the purpose of comparison. It verifies 
the feasibility concept of using DLRC for single image recognition. With its high 
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recognition rate, it also proves that DLRC does not rely on images of various angles 
and lighting conditions. Performance-wise. DLRC-Yoting (9-by-9) achieves notable 
results compared to some of the known approaches. 
Method Fb Fe Du pl Dup2 
DLRC-Yot ing, (9-by-9) 99.9923 95.883 80.193 76.503 
LGBPHS [27] 98.03 97.0 3 74.03 71.0 3 
HGPP [26) 97.63 98.93 77.73 76.13 
SIS [15] 91.0% 90.03 6 .03 68.03 
Schwartz [20] 95.73 99.03 80.33 80.33 
Table 4.1: Recognition rates of DLRC-Yoting (9-by-9) and 4 known face 
recognition approaches 
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Chapter 5 
Summary 
Face recognition has obtained a lot of attention in recent years. A significant pre-
vious work in [ J by Dr. Chen introduced a face recognition algorithm for image 
clusters extracted from videos. It has been proven that DLRC has the significant 
performance results for image cluster r0cognition, but not yet tested for single face 
image recognition. This project implements and verifies this idea. \Ve have adopted 
DLRC over regional voting for use in single face image recognition. 
[8] defines the distance of two image clusters. as the distance of two respond-
ing subspaces to calculate the distance of two responding subspaces, we need to 
reconstruct the virtual face that is located at the intersection of the subspaces. The 
distance betwe0n two virtual faces is then the distance of the two subspaces. 
To measure the similarity b0tween two images. each image is converted into an 
image cluster (see Chapter 3). and then the image cluster is divided into an equal 
number of subsections. The distances between corresponding subsections are calcu-
lated using DLRC: therefore. we can obtain some regional distances that indicate 
the similarity of the regional feature. Two images are matched (recognized) if a 
majority of their regional distances are relatively short. We have proposed a voting 
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approached to implement recognition, after all. the regional distances are calcu-
lated. The experiment results have indicated significant performance compared to 
some known face recognition approaches over FERET database. 
21 
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